
To: Og inc./ Parental Consent Form and ・ Even if the contract holder is a minor and the parent or guardian falls into arrears with respect to payments, the payment

Sakura Mobile Cellular Telephone Company Non Use of Filtering Service Application 　 arrears will be treated as information about the under-age contract holder. Please note that applications for other credit lines or

  　 loans may be denied since a record of any payment arrears is held at the designated consumer credit agency for a period of 5 years 

I hereby confirm the “Consent items” and consent to the following in my capacity as parent or legal representative. I hereby give my 　 after full payment.  

consent for the applicant to sign a service contract with Og inc./ Sakura Mobile Cellular Telephone Company(“the company”) in 

accordance with the Terms and Conditions and Rental Agreement, including any subsequent applications to change their call plan, 　 phone or other device, the parent will be required to come into the store on each occasion (for the purpose of parental consent).

upgrade their handset, trade in their device, and handle other procedures relating to Sakura Mobile telecommunication services 2. Other precautions

(excluding applications for a change of phone number ※1). ※2 ※3 

※To be filled in by the parent (or legal representative) 　 terminated. With regard to the use of mobile phones by children, please discuss the purpose, method, time, charges, etc. extensively

signature 　ｗith the children and establish rules. Please also ensure that you review the rules regularly.

If a minor will be using services connected to the Internet, we would recommend signing up to a filtering service.

Age When using the Internet, adolescents may come into contact with illegal or harmful materials that could be detrimental to their

　 personal development. The Internet also exposes users to criminal activity and other risks including the following. We therefore 

　 recommend signing up for a filtering service.
Age         You can still sign up even if the contract holder is an adult, providing that the user is a minor

    (1) Increasing numbers of young people have gotten in trouble through communication with strangers via social media sites, etc.  

         ※More than 90% of minors who became involved in criminal activity through community sites were not using any filtering 

         services. (Based on the National Police Agency’s announcement in October 2018.)

    (2) They are at risk not only of falling victim but also of committing a crime themselves before they know it. (Theft of personal 

【Confirmation for Non Use/Use of filtering service】Consent to “Confirmation for use by your child” on the right side and check one of the boxes          information through communication with strangers, inappropriate posts leading to criminal activity, peer trouble caused through

         posting of videos or images, and so on)

minor, a Filtering Service Application※5 must be submitted.

    document)must be submitted.

※ Please be advised that if the content of this application is found to be untrue and inaccurate, the company may consider this 

    application for non-use of the filtering service to be null and void, and may provide the filtering service.

➡ ▢Setting Up by yourself. 【Confirmation for use by your child】

・ I understood that using the Internet without any filtering service may cause my child to come into contact with illegal or harmful

     materials that could be detrimental to his/her personal development.

・ I understood that increasing numbers of young people have gotten in trouble through communication with strangers via social media 

    sites, etc. and they are at risk not only of falling victim but also of committing a crime themselves before they know it.

***Customized plan costs 300 JPY per month. ・ I am certain I have made the right choice for my child based on a good understanding of the above points.

***The app is available only in Japanese. 

***The parents must complete the setting by directly operating the device.

(※1) This Parental Consent Form is required for each request for a phone number change.

Consent items (※2) Children in elementary school may not apply to suspend, cancel or transfer a contract in their name on their own(until they enter

If the applicant is purchasing a mobile phone or other device on consumer credit or individual item installment sales , I consent to the         middle school (7th grade)). Applications should be made in the name of the parent/guardian or legal representative instead. 

applicant signing a contract with the company in accordance with the terms and conditions set out in the relevant Consumer Credit (※3) The company offers a range of services that users can apply for directly from their mobile phone or other device.

Agreement or Individual Item Installment Sales Agreement and applying to pay off the balance of installments before the end of the (※4) It includes charges for the services and items purchased at various websites, if any.

installment payment period. I accept that, if the contract holder designates a credit card or a bank account in my name (※in the name (※5) In the event you request to decline filtering services, you are required to do so in accordance to the proviso of Article 15 of the Act 

of the parent specified in this Parental Consent Form only) as their method of payment for Sakura Mobile telecommunication service         on Establishment of Enhanced Environment for Youth’s Safe and Secure Internet Use. The submission of this form is required for 

charges※4 ,payment for Sakura Mobile telecommunication service charges used by the contract holder will be made using the         contracts with subscribers under the age of 20, or when the user is under the the age of 20. 

designated credit card or bank account. In the event of any delay in making payments, I will make every effort to resolve the matter.

◆ This document is valid only if it is accepted within one month from the date of creation.

1. Disclaimers Concerning Applications for Consumer Credit Agreements or Individual Item Installment Sales Agreements

　 information, including the contract holder’s payment status, is queried and registered at a credit information agency designated by

　 the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry at the time of applying for a consumer credit agreement or individual item installment

　 sales agreement, and after entering the agreement. Other members of the designated credit information agency may also use the 【Note by Sakura Mobile】

　 information about the registered contract holder.

continued on right side
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＜Confirmation items on filtering services＞

Relationship Date of birth (yyyy/mm/dd) Contact phone number
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▢Non Use ➡It is because;

　1. The youth is working, and its use will result in significant difficulties in

        carrying out the work.

　2. Its use will result in significant difficulties in everyday life due to a disability

       or illness of the youth.

　3. The applicant (guardian) wishes to monitor the usage of the youth to ensure

        that the youth does not access harmful information.

Select and

write the

number left

        If the contract holder is different from the user of the Sakura Mobile mobile phone, the contract holder can

        register using their own details.

▢Use       ➡ ▢Customized plan (fees apply) 

I (parent, guardian, etc.) request to setting up the filtering service by myself

and I will enable filtering settings in a prompt manner according to Japanese

law.


